Abstract. This paper presents accuracy evaluation of the numerical calculations of the fractional differ-integrals. We focus on applying the Riemann-Liouville formula, on singularity, which appears while using classical form of this formula. To calculate it we use the Newton-Cotes' Quadrature and additionally two Gaussian rules. Using this different approach to the IMT Transformation, transforming the "core" integrand of Riemann-Liouville formula, we point the possible way of increasing the accuracy of the calculations. We use our own tools and compare obtained results with, where possible, exact values, where not -values obtained using an excellent method of integration incorporated in Mathematica.
Introduction
Fractional calculus has been playing recently a major role in many scientific areas. The fractional-order derivative (FOD) and integral (FOI) are natural extension of the well-known derivative and integral. This extension enables better physical phenomena identification [1, 2] analysis [3] and control [4] [5] [6] . But there are still problems in numerical evaluation of the fractional-order derivatives and integrals [7, 8] In this paper, several numerical methods applied to FOD/FOI calculation due to its accuracy are compared. Appropriate conclusions and remarks are derived.
The paper is organised as follows: firstly basic definitions of the Riemann-Liouville and the Grünwald-Letnikov FOD and FOI and, in next section numerical methods used in calculation of the integrals are given. Then functions subjected to the fractional differentiation and integration are presented. After those the main results are gathered. Finally, the conclusions are presented.
Mathematical preliminaries
There are several formulas, which can be applied to calculate differ-integrals numerically: the Riemann-Liouville formula and the Grünwald-Letnikov method [9, 10] . The latter often used, because of its simplicity, in technical applications. They distinct from each other in one main way: the Grünwald-Letnikov formula derives from differential quotient and the Riemann-Liouville from multiple integrals.
In this paper we focus on applying the Riemann-Liouville formula and on the idea how to increase the accuracy when calculating it numerically, using some methods of numerical integration as well.
The Grünwald-Letnikov formula is used for comparing purposes only. The level of absolute errors obtained in calculations by this formula is treated as a point of reference in the context of the accuracy of the calculations.
The Riemann-Liouville formula of the fractional order differ-integral (RL)
The definite RL integral of the real function f (t) of the ν > 0 order is defined as follows:
where t 0 , t denotes integration range, which comply with the condition −∞ < t 0 < t < ∞, Γ (ν) is Euler's Gamma function. Now, we describe natural number n:
where n also denotes the order of classical derivative. The RL derivative of the real function f (t) of the ν > 0 order is defined as follows:
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The Grünwald-Letnikov formula of the fractional order differ-integral (GrLet)
The derivative of a real order ν > 0 (for the integral we use the order −ν < 0) of a continuous bounded function f (t) is defined as follows
where
Short review of fundamentals of numerical integration. Tested functions
In the process of calculating the differ-integrals it is necessary to calculate a value of the definite integral over the range
Usually it is interpolated with the following formula
The right side of the equation is called quadrature in which t k denotes quadrature nodes, A k quadrature coefficients (weights), L number of intervals in interpolation and R remainder.
The above formula is shared by all quadratures. The difference lies in the algorithms of calculating their nodes and coefficients [11] [12] [13] 15] .
In table 1 specification of applied methods of numerical integration are collected.
The Special modification of the Gauss Quadrature called Gauss-Kronrod Quadrature (GaKRO) was used in a form of tabulated values of the nodes and the weights.
The method is based on Gauss-Legendre Rule. There is no need to overlap all the details about it. Suffice it to say that the G7/K15, so called Gauss-Kronrod Pair (we apply it along with G30/K61 one), includes the nodes of the 7-point Gauss-Legendre Quadrature + 8 new ones and all 15 new coefficients [14] We used the following formulas to calculate differintegrals:
• the Riemann-Liouville differ-integral (RL), • Modified Riemann-Liouville differ-integral via mentioned at the beginning -the IMT Transformation (mRL).
Additionally we use the Grünwald-Letnikov differ-integral formula (GrLET) for comparing purposes. Our C++ programs which were developed especially for the purpose of this experiment used following methods of numerical integration while applying formulas (RL, mRL), are:
• Newton-Cotes Quadrature, Midpoint Rule (NCM), • Gauss-Legendre Quadrature (GaLEG), • Gauss-Kronrod Quadrature (GaKRO). 
Abscissas of the Legendre polynomial Pn(x) of desired grade x k .
We selected two periodical functions. A graph of the second one (8) is presented in Fig. 1 .
f (t) = 1.5 cos (2t) + 2.2 cos (4t) , t ∈ (0; 2π) . Fig. 1 . Graph of the function (8) For functions (7), (8) we calculate two types of expressions: the fractional derivative t0 D ν t f (t) and fractional integral t0 I ν t f (t). Our goal was to determine how the methods will perform when using the smallest, arbitral chosen, number of sample points -possibly less than 600 (the highest, default value for GrLET in our practical applications) and which one will deliver the results burdened with the smallest absolute error.
The amount of sample points should be exactly determinable. That is why there was not any advanced technique of the integration as for example adaptive strategies applied.
The criterion of the calculation accuracy was the absolute error. That is why, in our opinion, there is no need to make such test complicated by incorporating extensive error estimation of every method applied. Additionally, theoretically estimation error formulas relate to a value of the derivative of the appropriate orders (for Newton-Cotes' Midpoint Rule -2 nd order derivative and Gauss-Legendre Quadrature -2n
nd order derivative (n-degree of the polynomial used in approximation)) inside the integration range. Now, the value Numerical evaluation of fractional differ-integrals... of a derivative (as well as the accuracy of numerical integration) does depend on the shape of the function! So, it is always the quest for the optimal shape of the integrand.
For the method GrLET and NCM we used L = 4, 15, 32, 61 and 600 intervals.
For GaLEG method: L = 4, 15 and 32 intervals only. For GaKRO we used following pairs: G7/K15 which is the industry standard in numerical integration [14] along with G30/K61. The pairs correspond to L = 15 and 61 intervals respectively.
It is widely known, that number of L greater than 38-46 for the Gauss methods often causes the error rises rapidly. Sometimes 100% and more! That's why you will encounter empty fields in all tables with results for these methods.
The IMT Transformation (mRL) explained
The integral of RL differ-integral formulas (1), (3) is not only fast-changing but also includes improper integral which has singularity at end of the integration range ( Fig. 2) . This means, knowing the weaknesses of applied methods of numerical integration, that our goals were to transform the integrand of the RL formulas to remove the singularity and make it "smoother".
The IMT Transformation is a way of independent variable transformation proposed by three Japanese mathematicians: Iri, Moriguti and Takasawa in 1970 [16] .
This transformation uses the basic idea standing behind the expression substituting used in analytic integration. But this time it lets to obtain a desired shape of the integrand instead of the simplest analytical formula of it.
The transformation can be applied to each function under the condition of transforming the calculated expression and possibly range of the integration via the substituting expression.
Below, there is presented the worked example of the above described technique for f (t) = 1, and t 0 = 0, t = 1, fractional integral of the order ν = 0.5.
The variable change 1 − x → e 1−1/u (9) removes the singularity from the integrand. It also makes it "smoother". The transformation is visualized in Figs. 3-5 . The integration range has to be transformed using formula (11) as well.
Above technique is visualized in Figs. 3-5. The original IMT Transformation goal was to transform the independent variable to make all derivatives of the new integrand vanish at the end of the integration range. Then, usually trapezoidal rule was applied. We use different approachwe apply Newton-Cotes' Midpoint Rule and Gauss formulas.
Because in the original IMT Transformation an upper integration range may not exceed, in our case, the value of π−e, we had to modify the substitution accordingly. It was done in the arbitrary way.
The test results
First t0 I ν t f (t) for f (t) = sin (t), t ∈ (0; 2π), the order ν = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 using modified RL formula (1) via mRL was evaluated. The results are presented in Tables 2a-2c . (12) In case of the function (7), as it is easy to notice, the only methods which benefit from the integrand transformation are Gaussian methods. The accuracy increased 2-3 times.
Next the same integrals are obtained for the function f (t) = 1.5 cos (2t) + 2.2 cos (4t), t ∈ (0; 2π) , ν = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8.
Modified RL formula (1) via mRL assumes the following form 
The results are presented as plots in Tables 3a-3c . In case of the function (8), all of three methods benefited from the transformed integrand, although in a different way. There is 2-5 times accuracy increase to notice. Now a problem of the fractional derivative t0 D ν t f (t) of the function f (t) = sin(t), t ∈ (0; 2π), ν = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8 is considered. We calculate
The modified RL formula (3) via mRL assumes the form
The obtained results are presented in Tables 4a -4c. In case of the function (7) and calculated fractional derivative, all of three methods benefited in similar way from the integrand transformation. There is maximum 7-times accuracy increase to notice.
Finally we calculate t0 D ν t f (t), of the function f (t) = 1.5 cos(2t) + 2.2 cos(4t), t ∈ (0; 2π), ν = 0.2, 0.5, 0.8. Under the condition (14) modified RL formula (3) via mRL assumes the form
Obtained results are presented in Tables 5a-5c . In case of the function (8), and fractional derivative, using the method GaKRO applied to transformed integrand allowed 3-5 accuracy increase. The other methods increased the accuracy in a minimal way. 
Final conclusions
1. The point of reference in this experiment was the method GrLET (4) and the value 10 −4 , which is possible to achieve using 600 of coefficients (5) (equivalent to sample points). In our previous paper [17] we discovered that the shape of the integrand does not influence accuracy of the calculations applying GrLET method to non-periodic functions. The most influential in this context were: number Numerical evaluation of fractional differ-integrals... of coefficients applied and accuracy of their calculation. As stated above, applying maximum number of 600 of coefficients (such amount is often used in practical, technical applications) we were able to obtain values with maximum the accuracy 10 −4 . The accuracy of the calculations increased linearly. In case of the periodic functions presented in this paper, the level of accuracy increased proportionally as well. However, it was much lower. Satisfactory level of accuracy 10 −4 cannot be reach applying GrLET with less than 600 of the coefficients (see the column GrLET in Tables 2a-5c ). 2. The shape of integrand influences the accuracy of the calculations when applying methods of numerical integration using RL and mRL formulas (see the columns RL and mRL for all methods in tables 2a-05c). The relationship between the shape of the integrand and the order of the derivative calculated applying RL formula (3) is presented in Fig. 6 . 3. The values of the integrand obtained using unmodified RL formula are burdened with great absolute error (see column RL for all methods in tables 2a0-5c). This makes the formula often unsuitable in practical, technical applications. 4. The level of errors appeared because of the fact that the "core" integrand of the formula has "fast-changing" character and also has singularity at the end point of the integration range (see Fig. 2 ). 5. Applying the IMT Transformation with special substitute expression to the non-periodic integrands to "remove" the singularity and "smooth" it allowed not only to obtain way better results, especially with Gauss methods, than GrLET, but often using radical reduced number of sampling points (see columns mRL for all methods in Tables 2a-5c) . This lowers the level of calculation complexity in context of decreasing amount of sample points. In case of periodic functions the IMT Transformation allowed not only to remove the singularity from the integrands but also caused them to become highly oscillated. This made the test difficult for applied methods of numerical integration. Especially for Newton Cotes' Midpoint Rule. It was possible to obtain way better results but often with maximum sample points anticipated for the test only (see Table 3c , 5a). 6. The values of absolute errors decreased proportionally to the order of differ-integrals (the values of ν), when fractional integrals calculated and increased when fractional derivatives calculated. It is because the shape of the integrand in mRL formula becomes "unfriendly" for numerical integration while type and order of differ-integral calculated changes (notice Fig. 6 ). 7. The NCM is an universal tool. It does not depend so strongly as the GaLEG, on a shape and monotonicity of the integrand. Therefore it can be applied to any kind of integrands, also to these which have singularities [17] . In case of periodic functions, because of the oscillatory character of their mRL formula, in some cases accuracy of the calculations were only slightly better than unmodified RL formula (Table 4a , 4b) 8. Using GaLEG, when applied to the IMT transformed integrand, seems to be the only way, not only because of the low values of absolute error, but also because of the fact, that these low values are obtained with only 5-10% sample points used by GrLET method and NCM. This can dramatically reduce the complexity of the calculations and their speed. 9. The variant of the IMT Transformation which was introduced in this paper can be applied to each function under the condition of transforming the calculated expression and possibly the range of the integration accordingly (10) (11) . This makes the transformation complicated for function with other integration limits than (0,1). 10. The IMT Transformation is an excellent choice for nonperiodic functions. This was proved in [17] . Applying this transformation to integrands with periodic character did allow to obtain better results (1-15x, see Tables 2a-5c ) but with maximum sample points planned in the test only. 11. The IMT Transformation in connection with Gauss methods make one excellent tool to solve problems of the accuracy of the differ-integrals of non-integer orders calculations for wide range type of functions. 12. The logic of our tools needed only the grade of the desired polynomial as an input data. The rest of data were calculated "on the fly" (the polynomial itself, its derivative, the abscissas and the weights). In practical applications we can and should use tabulated values (of abscissas and weights) which were the subject of standardization all over the world. This can yet reduce the complexity of calculations which then can make the method become perfect suitable in practical applications. 13. Above there are presented graphs of the calculated FOI/FOD (Figs. 7 and 8 ) of the function (7) and of the function (8) (Figs. 9 and 10 ).
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